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WHERE FREEDOM LIVES //

The organic-shaped Rolf Benz ONDA 

concept sofa range creates a very 

special place. A place in which you  

can fnd time for yourself, time to do 

what does you good. Rolf Benz ONDA 

is a modular sofa range which, with  

its fowing language of form, its sensu-

ous ly opulent and yet modern appear-

ance, provides instant inspiration. Not 

least thanks also to the various optio n-

al additions that help you put together 

your very own personal dream sofa.
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ORGANIC AND FLOWING //

Rolf Benz ONDA is as versatile as it is 

simple: it combines practical modularity 

with new, organic and soft shapes while  

offering all the customisation options of 

a classic system range. The soft overall  

shape of the sofa can be determined 

completely in line with your preferences  

by choosing individual elements to match  

your foor plan. Then choose the rele

vant foot design in accordance with your 

design preferences, along with the seat 

height and the upholstery comfort based  

on your ergonomic needs. With the inter

play of organic, softly curving shapes 

and cosy, loungelike cushions, the ulti

mate in seating comfort and lovingly 

selected fabrics, Rolf Benz ONDA makes  

relaxing and instantly feeling great sim

plicity itself.
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HIGH SOCIETY //

Complement your sofa with the perfect companions: the 

Rolf Benz 8100/8200 coffee tables (see photo on p. 4  

and technical section p. 14/15) and the Rolf Benz ONDA 

 individual armchair – to match your personal preferences  

in 2 sizes and 2 upholstery options.
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CHANGE CAN BE PLANNED //

The many choices available for composing your dream sofa 

represent a very special type of freedom. For smaller living 

rooms, simply choose Rolf Benz ONDA as a single sofa or 

as a two-piece modular group. The modern oval tube foot is 

available in matt chrome, polished chrome and oak.
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AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU //

Craft Rolf Benz ONDA into your very own 

dream sofa. The wealth of combination 

options offers you endless possibilities.

ca. 40 cm ca. 46 cm
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DREAM FABRICS AT DREAM PRICES //

To truly do justice to the organic, sensual and opulent form and 

possible combinations of Rolf Benz ONDA, we recommend 

4 trendy and yet timeless fabric concepts developed with extra 

care and a real passion for detail.

The great thing is that all of these coverings cost the same.*

6 colours, 3 carefully-coordinated 

structures. This fabric concept gives 

the sofa a Mediterranean elegance and 

lightweight appearance. All fabrics can 

of course also be combined with each 

other in line with personal preferences.

*   The promotional prices of these covers are valid for Rolf Benz ONDA. 

Only at participating retail partners. Valid for the promotional period only.
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Choose from 8 coordinated colours, all with 

either a coarse or fne structure, and com-

bine them. For the back cushions, there is 

also a houndstooth pattern available in four 

colours as an alternative. 
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A fabric collection that exudes modern elegance and which, in 

combination with its matching counterpart, creates  decorative 

 accents. The perfectly coordinated colours of the 2 fabrics that 

are made primarily from fne wool and cotton impress with the 

 different surface properties. The coarse-structured version is 

 especially ideal for decorative cushions and back cushions.
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Four graceful fabric concepts that give Rolf Benz ONDA even 

greater sensual appeal. Delicately changing, single- coloured 

velours meet two extravagant pattern concepts. The deco-

rative design on a high-quality linen structure accentuates uphol-

stery and accessory cushions while the subtle, small pattern 

of the design with its pleasant feel is a treat for the senses both 

as a cushion and as a full covering.
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Technical data // Rolf Benz onDA

All technical specifications relevant to the furniture ranges are correct at the time of publication. Subsequent  
modifications are possible. All dimensions are approximate. For technical reasons, printed pictures of fabric and 
leather upholstery covers may deviate from the original. Only the original samples provided are binding for the  
final appearance of the fabric.

// Wooden inner frame
// Coil spring unit
// Seat in polyurethane foam, built up in varying height and firmness
//  Comfort layer in the seat made from punched flexible foam 

matting
// Back pad in polyurethane foam
// Comfort layer in the back made from nonwoven polyester
//  Downy-soft cushions, worked into ticking chambers with a filling 

of foam rods and polyester fibres
// Choice of wood or metal for legs 

!   Wave formation and depressions in the seat area are  
unavoidable, due to comfort and design reasons, even in 
high quality Rolf Benz upholstered furniture. All measure-
ments are approximate. 
 

// Wooden inner frame
// Coil spring unit
// Seat in polyurethane foam, built up in varying height and firmness
//  Comfort layer in the seat made from a mat worked into ticking 

chambers and filled with rods and fibres
// Back pad in polyurethane foam
// Comfort layer in the back made from nonwoven polyester
//  Downy-soft cushions, worked into ticking chambers with a filling 

of foam rods and polyester fibres
// Choice of wood or metal for legs 

!     Wave formation and depressions in the seat area are  
unavoidable, due to comfort and design reasons, even in 
high quality Rolf Benz upholstered furniture. All measure-
ments are approximate.

// Oval side table on gliders, in several versions
// Table top: 10 mm clear glass (ESG), fixed or adjustable height
// Pedestal: MDF painted matt or gloss according to RAL 9010 white,  

 RAL 3011 brown red, RAL 8019 grey brown, RAL 7021 black grey, RAL 9017 black
// Pillar: matt or polished chrome
// Dimensions: 58 x 42 x 45 cm

// Oval coffee table, on castors, available in several versions
// Table top: 12 mm clear glass (ESG) swivellable and height adjustable
// Pedestal: MDF painted matt or gloss according to RAL 9010 white,  

 RAL 3011 brown red, RAL 8019 grey brown, RAL 7021 black grey, RAL 9017 black
// Pillar: matt chrome or polished chrome 
// Dimensions: 100 x 70  x 42 cm

Rolf Benz 8200 – coffee tABle

Rolf Benz 8100 – coffee tABle

Armchair Closing chair  
with armrest

Closing chair with 
fixed footstool

Extra deep  
closing chair

Sectional sofa

Sectional sofa 
with fixed foot-
stool, round

Sectional sofa 
with fixed foot-
stool

Corner modular sofa element

Sectional sofa, 
round

FootstoolUpholstered 
bench element

Corner unit 
with round 
back

Corner sofa Flanged back 
cushion

Sectional  
sofa

Flanged back 
cushion mat

Flanged cushion

Sofa

Sofa etc.Armchair

Sectional  
armchair



Rolf Benz AG & Co. KG | Haiterbacher Str. 104 | D -72202 Nagold 

Tel. +49 (0) 74 52 / 601-0 | Fax +49 (0) 74 52 / 601-282 

info@rolf-benz.com | www.rolf-benz.com
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